The international and national environment for the conduct of space missions has been changing significantly over the last several years. The changes require that the NASA Space operations System substantially increase its productivity and reduce the cost of providing space o~rations services. The NASA Space operation System consists of all the functions, services, tools, physical elements, and people that NASA uses to do space mission operations. Ifie designers of the System of today optimized the performance for individual missions in the deep space, human exploration, near Earth, and suborbital mission domains. Consequently, there is significant duplication of functions and insufficient interopcrabllity among the networks and mission control centers in the System, Meeting the challenge requires that the System provide data acquisition, space vehicle control, mission operation services, and products with the same ease and reliabdity as acquiring services and products from a public utility. It should be essentially invisible to the user and the user should get reliable service with minimal knowledge about the details of the System. The System should be scaleable. It should adapt to match the capacity and performance requirements of future missions. Appropriate elements of the System should interconnect functionally (not just physically networked) to provide customers a single standardized interface for services such as telemetry or metric tracking. This single service interface is the interface to request services and the interface for data as a result of service execution. This paper describes these characteristics that the NASA Space Operations System should have by about 2010.
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Jntrodu ct icm
The intematiord and rultional environment for the conduct of space missions has been changing -significantly over the last severat years. The changes requti that the NASA substantially increase the productivity and reduce the cost of doing space mission operations. This paper discusses the principles and characteristics that the NASA Space Operation System should exhibit to meet the challenge by the 2010 era. The base for these ideas is an understanding of the requirements that designers of future missions are beginning to place on space operations.
7he NASA Space Operation System consists of all the functions, services, tools, physicaJ elements, and people that NASA uses to do space mission operations. NASA mission operations are in four domains, deep space, human exploration, near Earth, and suborbital. The principal assets of the Systcm, Table 1 , that the SPTce Operations Management Office manages, provide the services and toots to these mission domains.
These include services and elements owned by the government and services and elements purchased from industry. The interfaces include spacecraft to ground, spacecraft to Space Network, networks to payloadoperation-centers, payload-operations-centers to mission service interfaces, and the interfaces among mission service elements.
The paper frst describes the environment for space operations, gives brief remarks about the design of the current System, and states the future vision. Then it discusses 8 principles and characteristics that the System should exhibit. It does not describe specific system designs or system concepts as such.
M,any individuals contributed to the ideas reported herein. The most significant are R. Burt, J. C. Klose, P. Shames, and W. Tai.
" Copyright 1997 by the American Institute of Acrotmutics and Astronautics, Inc. The U.S. Government h,as a royalty-free license to exercise atl rights under the copyright claimed herein for govcmmcntd purposes. All other rights are reserved by the copyright owner.
Table 1 NASA Space Mission Assets

Jntemat icmd
Today a global economic contest has replaced the Cold War as the motivating force behind national investments. Success in this situation requires prestige, technology, and efficient production. These are achieved by doing hard-t@do, never-done-before kinds of things, and doing them wifiln stated costs. Because space exploration enhances national prestige and drives technology, it continues to be on the nation's investment agenda.
The present cost constrained enviromlent hm encouraged international partnerships. These range from the development of the International Space Station to the operation of instruments on automatic spxeeraft. These partnerships tend to form during the early phases of mission development, and significantly influence the design and cost of mission operations. Expect the extent of international partnering to inereme in the future.
-~~t icmal -Po licv'
A recent comprehensive review of the National Space Policy resulted in a significant update to the policy. (1) increase human knowledge of tu~ture's processes using the space environment (2) explore and settle the solar system, (3) achieve routine space tmvel, and (4) enrich life on F~th through people living and working in space.
The goals of Space Science Enterprise for the coming decade are
(1) complete the initial capability to observe across the electromagnetic spectrum, (2) survey cosmic rays and interstellar gas as samples of extra-solar matter. (3) carry out basic new tests of gravitational theory, (4) develop the means to undersklnd solar variability and its effects on Earth, (5) complete initial exploration of the inner and outer frontiers of the heliosphere, (6) complete solar system reconnaissance from the Sun to Pluto, (7) survey and begin surface exploration of the most fascinating and accessible phrrctary bodies, (8) begin a comprehensive search for phnets and pl,metary formation around other stars, (9) complete the inventory of near-Earth objects down to a l-kilometer diameter, (10) tkxermine the abundance and distribution of biogenic compounds conducive to the origin of life, and (11) identify locations in the solar system where conditions conducive to life have existed.
Also very important, the character of the mission set is changing from a few large missions to many small missions. So the scale of missions that the System must accommodate range from single instrument 500 kg. spacecraft to the International Space Station and large facility instruments like the Space Telescope.
Moreover, the enterprises may fulfill their operations needs from sources other @an the Space operations Management Office.
NASA is converting to a full cost accounting procedure to ensure that costs are equitably accounted to the true customers of a service. How this will effect the demand for space operations services is unknown.
WIMY
In response to the National Space Policy, to off-set lower funding by reducing government infrastructure, and to develop new industries, NASA seeks to increase industrial participation in space operations. Thk involves developing new commercial services, procuring more commercial flight items, and developing applicable technology. This environment encourages industry assessment of what the NASA space operations infrastructure should be, encourages procurement of enditem capabilities, purchase of existing commercial space services, and the organization of industry-government partnerships for technology development. The NASAindustry interface will continue to evolve creating a dynamic working environment and relationship with industry.~s tem Today
The NASA Space Operation System consists of all the functions, services, tools, physical elements, and people that NASA uses to do space mission operations. The designers of the System of today optimized the characteristics and performance for individu,at missions in the deep space, human exploration, near Earth, and suborbital mission domains. Some cases optimized over a mission domain, but only to a limited extent. Consequently, there is significant duplication of functions and insufficient interopcrability among the network.. and mission control centers in the System, For example, the Deep Space Network optimized for extreme receiving sensitivity, high power transmission, and reliability. The human exploration domain optimized for flexibility across a large number of 3 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics diverse users, but human safety and system reliability properly dominated all aspects. The Space Network part of the Low Earth Orbher Network optimized to support a large number of small, low bandwidth (< 100 Kbps.) spacecraft, and a few large, high data rate (c300 Mbps.) spacecraft Generally, each of the mission control centers uses different planning, scheduling, telemetry processing, command processing, and data archiving tools. Yet, the basic functions for these services at each center are the same. Only at the parameter value, specific data element level, and data content level are there differences that are unique to the mission domains.
In all of these optimization, development and operating costs were a limitation, but they were not the dominant factor. Consequently, the current System is more expensive to operate and maintain than the economic environment will support. The design of the System needs to change based on new principles and providing new characteristics. w NASA conducts space operations through an infrastructure created in partnersh@s with industry, aca(lemi~ and other agencies. This infrastructure, the NASA Space Operations System, provides data acquisition, space vehicle control, mission services, and products with the same ease and reliability as acquiring services and products from a public utility. The System is essentially transparent to the user and the user can acquire reliable service with minimal knowledge about the details of the system, The System is scaleable. It adapts to match the requirements of future missions. The partnership encourages and enhances the competitiveness of the national space operations industry.
Svsle m Ch," s i To meet the increased service dem,ard and yet redum the cost of operations, the NASA Space Operations System must change. It must provide the services to the users without requirhg custom design and development for necarly every new mission or set of missions. There are 8 characteristics that are importmt to meeting the need.
public Utility 'Ike System must provide &ta acquisition, space vehicle control, mission operation services, and products with the same ease and reliability as acquirhrg services and products from a public utility. ordering these services should be m simple as ordering telephone service or buying an airline ticket. During the design phme of a mission the designers should merely look-up the needed services in a catalog and specify which the mission needs as a function of the mission phase. This is, of course, done from their workstation and they receive nearly immediate confirmation of the availability or possible scheduling constraints.
The space mission designer should not have to worry about or even know the details of the System, With incremingly smaller design and operations staffs for many of the missions, the staffs can not afford spending months in learning, analysis, negotiation, and testing of services. An analogy is the current cellular telephone user. After the initial purchase of the service, they simply access the service through a handy terminal. They care little about which protocol the service uses to hand-off their call from one cell to another or even that the system hands off their call. The system is invisible to them. Similarly the NASA Space Operation system should be invisible to the user and the user can acquire reliable service with minimal knowledge about the details of the system.
Scale 1 able Svstem
The mission set that the System serves is very volatile, changing almost weekly. Variations in budgets, missed deliveries, technical problems, new science discoveries, political considerations, and other factors cause frequent changes in the content, schedule, and technical &tails of the mission set. It is important that the System be scatcable and able to a&~pt to the demand so that there is neither excessive capacity nor excessive un&r-capacity. Either condition causes increased costs and inefficiencies.
In the Deep Space Network wc have found that an under-capacity of 10 to 15~0 of demand is manageable. But under-capacity of 40 or 50% causes excessive costs for customer and provider alike. These are as extraordinary planning, extensive negotiations, and lost services. Thus, the System must be scateable. It must readily adapt to match the capacity and pcrforrn,ance demands of the missions.
Part of the scateabilit y can come from negotiated international and commercial agreements for service at set tariffs. Then, the asset controllers could simply buy and schedule the needed services in a manner as users of today buy and schedule bandwidth on a public communication network. mional lnterconnec(ioT o&y, ttwre arc physicat connccticms among the NASA networks and control ccntcrs. 1 [owcver, fcw of the connections are functionally coordinated. If, for 4 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics example, a principal investigator or mission controller needs to establish tinks with a near Earth spacecraft using the Low Earth Orbiter Network and the Deep Space Network, they must coordinate the efforts of at least three and in some cases four organizations. Rather, the principal investigator or mission controller should be able to establish such links from a single workstation using standardimd service request formats and procedures.
To achieve this type of operation, appropriate elements in the NASA Space Operations System should functionally interconnw~ that is, be functionally integrated (not just physically networked). This means that functions that are physically at different facilities interconnect in a way that the composite of the functions appears as a single service interface to the user. Service interface means the interface that the user sees for both the request for services and the delivery of data as a result of service exwxrtion.
Stmdad Setices
The use of standard services enables interoperability such that any customer, that is principal investigator or mission controller, can obtain different types of services from multiple operations centers.
Let's assume that a principal investigator has correlated instruments on three spacecraft one in neti Earth orbit, one on the International Space Station, and another on a highly elliptical orbiter. He needs to acquire correlated telemetry from the instmmcnts including the ephemerides of the instruments. Today he would have to combine data from three different NASA Centers in three formats.
By standards and the interconnection of functions discussed above, the System should function in the following way. The investigator requests the telemetry data and ephemerides in one request, using one format. The one request specifies the three spacecraf~ the time interval desired, the telemetry pcwmeters, the precision, the accuracy, and the output format (all rLs described in a catatog). lhen, the System responds by automatically acquiring the telemetry and metric tracking ck~ta from the spacecraf~ the Intemationat Space Station, and the Deep Space Network. It formats the telemetry ck~q computes the respective orbits, computes the ephemerides, and transmits the data to the investigator's data base. The System does all of this without further intervention by any manager, operator, or clerk.
To achieve this response, a significant number of functions and extem,at ,amt intemat interfaces of the System must be stantt.ardizcxt. Some ex,amplcs of these arc:
1. Asset scheduling, 2. Telemetry formats between the spacecraft and ground receiving stations, 3. Telemetry formats after the data is acqukd by the networks, 4. Radio metric data formats, 5. Radio metric data filtering algorithms, 6. Data storage formats, and 7. Data product formats, 'he networks above are the I.ow Earth Orbiter Network, the Deep Space Network and whatever form of cornmerciatly operated networks provide service to NASA space mission operations in the 2010 era.
t-orienu
Ilrere are many ways in which the various functions that make up the services can be implemented. However, the System should implement the various functions using an object-oriented approach! It should instantiate each service through replication of objects such that the characteristics of each subsystem can be "transcribe" to other subsystems among the networks and control centers within the constraints of physicat assets. Examples include planning services, scheduling, telemetry services, and data distribution.
This approach has several advantages. First, it allows necessary replication of similar functions at severat physical locations conveniently and at low cost. Second, it promotes standardization. Thhd, it promotes more uniformity in the quatity of the services; and fourth, it reduces the cost of customizing services for the few missions that require unique capabilities.
-ation of[Jniau e Mission CWhile a high degree of standardization of functions is mandatory to achieve the economies needed, the unique identities of functions associated with the four mission domains is necessary too. For example, a planning function or a command verification function must account for the difference in round-trip communication delay between a near Earth orbiter and a Jupiter orbiter (milliseconds versus hours). Also, when selecting the principal locations for various functions, the location should make the most sense considering COSL efficiency, and available skill b.me. alibrat ing. SeIf-test in&_and Self-healing.
Modcm commercial communication networks have automatic fault detection and correction features. These operate so rapidly that users frequently are not aware when a fault occurs and the system corrects it. Only to a limited extent are these features available in the NASA Space Operation System. In the tracking 5 Amcric,an Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics networks in particular, it is common practice to calibrate and test aground station and associated equipment just before each spacecraft tmcking session, This was necessary when the technology for space tracking stations was primitive. Now however, this mode is unnecessary and inefficient. The System must be self-calibrating, self-testing, and self-healing.
The international and national environment for the conduct of space missions has been changing significantly over the last seveml years. The changes require that the NASA Space Operations System substantially increase its productivity and reduce the cost of providing space operations services. Eight principles and characteristics applied to the design of the System would help meet the challenge. Appear as a public utility. Be invisible. Be scaleable. Provide functional interconnection. Provide standard services. Be object oriented. Preserve unique mission categories. Be self-cdibrat@ self-testing, and self-healing.
